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Abstract – Materials scarcity, legislative compliance, and cost savings opportunities drive firms to take back used products from their customers for reuse, recovery, and recycling. For this purpose, firms implement circular supply chains. Although academia has given circular supply chain related topics considerable attention since the 1990s, the relationship between the circular supply chain and the firm’s revenue growth remains under-researched. Using revenue growth theory, this study examines how the use of circular supply chains can grow the revenue of manufacturers of assembled industrial products (e.g. process equipment and engines). Findings show that the circular supply chain can increase revenue streams from the firm’s existing markets, create market opportunities in new geographies, and provide access to market segments un-addressable with the firm’s new products. The paper adds to understanding of the circular supply chain and provides research suggestions into the revenue potential inherent in circular supply chains.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The “take, make and waste” principle in the traditional linear economy makes materials scarcity one of the planet’s great future challenges. An emerging concept that provides a solution to the scarcity challenge is the circular economy. The circular economy continuously reuses materials and resources [1]. In addition to solving the planet’s materials scarcity problem, reuse offers manufacturers with a wide array of financially viable business opportunities [2-4].

The concept of the circular economy includes circular routes for complete products, for components and for materials. Among these circular routes are the sharing resources (e.g. cars and production equipment), repair of functioning products, remanufacturing and refurbishing of well-worn products, as well as recycling of used materials. For manufacturers of assembled industrial products such as engines and machines the circular economy translates into operating a well-functioning circular supply chain that includes processes of reverse logistics and product recovery. Fig. 1 illustrates the circular supply chain and how the circular supply chain relates to the firm’s forward supply chain. The chain first reacquires used products from customers, transports these products to an internal sorting facility, sorts products in to recovery or waste streams, recovers the products sorted for recovery, and finally remarkets or reuses recovered items. The traditional term for this set of processes is the reverse supply chain [2]. However, with the emerging concept of the circular economy, this study will refer to reverse supply chains as circular supply chains.

The circular supply chain can contribute to the firm’s bottom line profit. For example, [5] describe a circular supply chain that takes back used components for the purpose of recovery and reuse in the firm’s service obligations for their installed base of functioning products. The example concerns reduction of the firm’s operating costs by replacing the purchase or internal production of virgin components with reuse of recovered components. While academia has dealt with researching cost savings opportunities enabled by the circular supply chain, the impact on the firm’s revenue is still under-researched. In particular the ways how the circular supply chain aid in revenue growth. The purpose of this study is to identify the links between the circular supply chain and the firm’s revenue using revenue growth theory developed for the forward supply chain.

The study’s domain is limited to manufacturers of assembled industrial products. Examples are
manufacturers of processing equipment, engines, measurement equipment, and industrial white goods. This definition follows [6] and [7]. The manufacturers of assembled industrial products in focus of this study conduct end-product assembly in-house as well as some of the end-products’ components. Remaining components and materials for in-house manufactured components are purchased from suppliers.

II. LITERATURE REVIEW

While Figure 1 illustrates the concept of the circular supply chain as it is applied in the present paper, the concept is closely related to the terms reverse logistics, product recovery management, reverse supply chain, and closed-loop supply chain (e.g. [2] and [8]). Literature contains numerous papers that examine aspects of circular supply chains. Examples are inventory management policies for items flowing through the circular supply chain, network design principles and solutions for the circular supply chains physical set-up, and pricing policies for recovered products. Common for most papers is that irrespective of a paper’s research questions, the circular supply chain that forms the basis of the research is constituted by a set of processes that take back used products for the purpose of recovery and resell to the same set of customers from which used products are collected. In other words, the revenue that the circular supply chain provides the firm comes from one source: the firm’s existing customers [9].

Extant literature does include papers that concern subjects differing from take-back and resell to the same customers. Some papers concern resale of components [10] and yet another group of papers concern resale of products to secondary markets [11]. Reference [3] conducts a conceptual identification of reverse supply chain enabled revenue streams, but develop the set of revenue streams directly from the reverse supply chain literature, while this study develops revenue streams using revenue growth theory from the traditional forward supply chain.

III. METHODOLOGY

To identify how the circular supply chain can contribute to the firm’s revenue growth, the study seeks to identify how the firm can achieve new revenue through the use of the circular supply chain. An alternative methodology for this study is the structured literature review. This method relies on the assumption that all revenue streams achievable through the use if the circular supply chain are already captured in academic writings. This seems improbable as a number of papers (e.g. [12] and [13]) point out the scarce attention academia has given remarketing and development of markets for recovered products. Revenue opportunities may exist in industrial life even though academia has not (yet) described them. Using empirical methods would show only current revenue streams and perhaps those previously utilized in a chosen sample of firms. To ensure a higher degree of exhaustiveness, this study uses a conceptual approach that disaggregates the concept of circular supply chain enabled revenue growth. The following sections delineate the approach.

To identify which revenue streams the circular supply chain makes available to manufacturers of assembled industrial products, the study disaggregates the term “circular supply chain enabled revenue growth” using the following sequence: First, the study breaks down the term into a set of categories of revenue streams using revenue growth theory relevant for the forward supply chain; second, the study identifies the set of revenue streams within each revenue category. The total set of conceptually existing revenue streams available emerges from applying the proposed method.

For the purpose of the study a revenue stream enabled by the circular supply chain is defined as “a continuous flow of income received by the firm either directly from resale of used or recovered items processed in the firm’s circular supply chain or indirectly through added virgin product sales enabled by the firm’s circular supply chain”. This definition follows the definition of reverse supply chain enabled revenue in [3]. The definition of the first type of revenue, “revenue received directly from sales of used or recovered items processed in the firm’s circular supply chain “”, has two constituent elements: a group of sellable items and a group of buyers. Every combination of a group of sellable items and a group of buyers constitutes a revenue stream. If a group of items has two distinguishable buyer groups then the firm has two potential revenue streams.

The study’s conceptualization approach is illustrated in Fig. 2. The approach merges existing concepts and theory through the logic of “if x and y, then z”. The
approach is referred to as conceptual modeling and lies within the category of analytical conceptual research ([14] and [15]). Beginning from the left in Fig. 2, the study merges the circular supply chain concept with revenue growth theory for the firm’s forward supply chain to develop a set of categories of revenue achievable through a firm’s circular supply chain. Then, the derived set of revenue categories is merged with the definition of the study’s focal firm to reach a complete set of revenue streams available to the focal firm.

III. RESULTS

Although there are no established references on either circular or reverse supply chain theory ([16]), the conceptual definition of the circular supply chain as five connected processes by [2] appears prevalent in literature and is therefore chosen as the study’s circular supply chain concept. The concept is described in the paper’s introduction. For the theory on revenue growth achievable through the firm’s forward supply chain the study chooses Ansoff’s seminal paper from 1957 about growth strategies and diversification ([17]). In this paper, which concerns how a firm can diversify its product portfolio, Ansoff presents four revenue growth categories. These are 1) added sales of current products to existing market, 2) new products to existing markets, 3) current products to new markets, and 4) new products to new markets. In total, these four categories are exhaustive for organic revenue growth. To develop an equivalent set of revenue categories achievable through the firm’s circular supply chain, the point of departure is these four categories.

The study assumes that the focal firm is currently only selling virgin products to existing markets. When implementing a circular supply chain the firm will have two new product groups added to their product portfolio. These are 1) products recovered in the circular supply chain and 2) used products, which the circular supply chain takes back but does not recover. Selling used or recovered products to existing or new markets corresponds to the Ansoff categories No. 2 and 4, “New products to existing markets” and “New products to new markets”. While Ansoff forms two categories by distinguishing between existing and new markets, this study forms two categories by separating used products from recovered products. These two categories are: 1) sales of used products to existing or new markets, and 2) sales of recovered products to existing or new markets. This separation is supported by [18]. The two new product groups (used products and recovered products) include not only complete end-products, but also components and materials.

In addition to these two revenue categories, the circular supply chain can provide the basis for new revenue through added sales of virgin products to existing markets. This category corresponds to Ansoff’s category no. 1, “added sales of current products to existing markets”. Only Ansoff’s category No. 3, “current products to new markets”, which in this study would be translated into virgin products to new markets, falls outside the scope of the study because it is not enabled by the circular supply chain, but instead the firm’s forward supply chain.

In summation, three categories of revenue streams enabled by the circular supply chain conceptually exist. The left-hand column of Fig. 3 illustrates the three categories and the right-hand side explains the causal relation between the circular supply chain and revenue growth. The illustration of category A depicts a lateral and backward flow of used products, which can be sold to

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Overall causal relation between the RSC and new revenue in each category</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td><img src="image1" alt="Diagram of Category A" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Circular supply chain (\rightarrow) Sales of sellable items to group of buyers (\rightarrow) New revenue</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Category B</td>
<td><img src="image2" alt="Diagram of Category B" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Circular supply chain (\rightarrow) Sales of sellable items to group of buyers (\rightarrow) New revenue</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Category C</td>
<td><img src="image3" alt="Diagram of Category C" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Circular supply chain (\rightarrow) New revenue driver (\rightarrow) Added sales of virgin products (\rightarrow) New revenue</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 3 - Revenue categories for the RSC
buyer groups that are able to use either used end-products, used components, or used materials. The illustration of category B depicts the recovery process and lateral and forward flows of recovered products. The illustration of category C shows added sales of virgin products in the forward supply chain.

The following paragraph delineates how the study identifies revenue streams within each of the categories A, B, and C. As described in the methodology section, any pairing of a group of sellable items with a buyer group constitutes a revenue stream. This definition applies in category A and B. To match groups of sellable items with buyer groups, the study asks two conceptual questions sequentially. The first question asks which groups of sellable items exist for the focal firm. Once the groups of sellable items are identified, the second question asks which groups of buyers exist for each group of sellable items. There may be one, two, or even more groups of buyers for each group of sellable items. For category A and B the causal relation is simple: The circular supply chain enables sales of sellable items to groups of buyers. In category C, the group of sellable items is the firm’s virgin products and the buyer group is the firm’s current customers. According to [16], the circular supply chain enables added revenue through both retention of current customers and attraction of new customers, so the interesting question is not whether the circular supply chain enables added revenue from virgin product sales, but rather how. The causal relation in category C, which Fig. 3 illustrates, relies on an intermediate factor labeled new revenue driver. A new revenue driver has two constituent elements: 1) The driver is enabled by the circular supply chain and 2) the driver yields new revenue through added virgin product sales.

The first question asked is which groups of sellable items conceptually exist if the focal firm were to implement a circular supply chain. The focal firm has up- and downstream boundaries. Within these boundaries are end-product assembly and fabrication of some components. Remaining components and all materials are sourced. Given these boundaries five sellable items exist in category A and B: used end-products, used components, used materials, recovered end-products, and recovered components. One could argue for new revenue through sales of recovered materials. However, materials manufacturing (and recovery) lies outside the focal firm’s upstream boundary.

The second question asks which buyer groups exists for each group of sellable item. The question is asked for firms in- and outside the focal firm’s forward supply chain. Table 1 shows the complete set of revenue streams in category A and B. Streams are denoted as A1, A2, etc. Horizontally, the table shows the three different types of sellable items (materials, components, and end-products) that exist in the supply chain of the focal firm. Vertically, the figure shows the revenue category, the nature of the sellable item (used or recovered), and whether the group of buyers are located in- or outside the firm’s forward supply chain. The table shows ten revenue streams. Table 2 lists and briefly describes each revenue stream.

The objective within category C is the identification of new revenue drivers that couple the circular supply chain with new revenue. The study assumes a correlation between a product’s sales performance and market attractiveness, which means that a new revenue driver can drive new revenue by increasing a product’s market attractiveness. According to [19] the market attractiveness of a product is determined by the customer’s perception of the product’s features, quality, price, and mix of services attached to the product. Customer perception of product features and quality is influenced by a product’s brand image associations, which can translate directly into reasons to buy [20]. The circular supply chain enables firms to add services to the service mix and to refine their brand image by including environmental responsibility among the brand’s associations. Adding services and refining a product’s brand image both constitute new revenue drivers. Table 3 lists the consequent two revenue streams in category C.

---

**TABLE I**

**CIRCULAR SUPPLY CHAIN ENABLED REVENUE STREAMS – CATEGORY A AND B**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Nature of the item</th>
<th>In- or outside FSC*</th>
<th>Sellable item</th>
<th>Materials</th>
<th>Components</th>
<th>End-products</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>Used</td>
<td>Inside A1</td>
<td>A1</td>
<td>A2</td>
<td>A2</td>
<td>A1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Outside A2</td>
<td></td>
<td>A5</td>
<td>A3</td>
<td>A1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>Recovered</td>
<td>Inside B1</td>
<td>B1</td>
<td>B2</td>
<td>B2</td>
<td>B1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Outside B3</td>
<td></td>
<td>B4, B5</td>
<td>B5</td>
<td>B3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*FSC: Forward supply chain

---

**TABLE II**

**CIRCULAR SUPPLY CHAIN ENABLED REVENUE STREAMS – CATEGORY A AND B**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Nature of the item</th>
<th>In- or outside FSC*</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>Used</td>
<td>Inside</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Outside</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>Recovered</td>
<td>Inside</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Outside</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

**TABLE III**

**CIRCULAR SUPPLY CHAIN ENABLED REVENUE STREAMS – CATEGORY C**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Nature of the item</th>
<th>In- or outside FSC*</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>C1</td>
<td>Added sales of virgin products to existing customers through the addition of RSC enabled services</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C2</td>
<td>Added sales of virgin products to existing customers through brand image refinement</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
IV. DISCUSSION AND FUTURE RESEARCH SUGGESTIONS

The study revealed 12 opportunities for how manufacturers of assembled industrial products can grow their revenue through the use of the circular supply chain. The study applies a conceptual approach, which future research could complement with empirical research. One question is whether revenue streams exists beyond the streams identified in this study. Another avenue of empirical research is the study of the factors that prohibit and advance the use of circular supply chain for growing revenue. The identification of factors and research that examines how and why factors impact the profitability of utilizing revenue streams. Operational issues such as reverse transportation, vehicle routing, network design, and inventory policies have received considerable attention. However, market related issues have yet to be fully understood. For example, customer willingness-to-pay for used and recovered products, issues of competition between original manufacturers and buyers of used products, the impact of market characteristics on willingness-to-pay (e.g. whether customer green-ness translates into higher prices), the impact of product resale on the firm's service revenue, the impact that the introduction of recovered product has on virgin product revenue, and whether circular supply chains can increase the firm's ability to compete on either price or differentiation.

V. CONCLUSION

The study shows that the circular supply chain can grow the firm’s revenue by increasing the firm’s revenue from existing markets, creating market opportunities in new geographies, and providing access to market segments that are currently un-addressable for the firm with its high-priced virgin products.

The study contributes to extant knowledge about the link between reverse and circular supply chain processes and the firm’s revenue. More broadly, the study adds to understanding of the circular supply chain as a source of value creation. This view contrasts the traditional view of reverse processes as a costly nuisance necessary for handling returns or adhering to regulations.
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